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Background
In spite of his name, the Boxer is far more likely to give
your face a lick than a left hook! 

Boxers were developed as a classic, jack-of-all-trades
working dog in Europe. Bred in 19th century Germany
as a cross between an English Bulldog and the now-
extinct Bullenbeiser (similar to a Mastiff), the Boxer was
used for bull baiting, cart pulling, livestock herding,
hunting huge animals such as boar and bison, and,
unfortunately, dog fighting. 

The Boxer was one of the first dogs used for military
and police service. In WWI, the Boxer was valued as a
messenger dog, pack -carrier, attack dog, and guard
dog. It wasn’t until after the Second World War that the
Boxer gained true popularity for his gentler side, and
became a favorite pet for many soldiers returning home
from war. 

So what’s with the name? Some say that the name is
derived from the breed’s tendency to play by standing
on his hind legs and “box” with his front paws. Others
disagree, but what is true is this breed is one of the
sweetest around! 

Sizing Up
The Boxer is a medium-to-large sized breed. Here are
some common physical traits of the Boxer:

Weight: 60-70 lbs.
Height: 21-25 in.
Coat: Short and smooth; light shedder
Color: Fawn or brindle, with or without white
markings
Lifespan: 10-12 years

What are they like?

Don’t be fooled by the concerned, slightly sad look on
his wrinkly face: Boxers are happy-go-lucky, loving
companions! 

In spite of his past as a working and fighting dog,
Boxers are unusually gentle with children and bond
very closely with families and other animals. The Boxer
loves to frolic and play, has a ton of energy, and can be
a complete clown. 

The Boxer is also very athletic, making him a great
breed for an active person or family. The Boxer also
makes a excellent guard because he can be tenacious
like a Bulldog. Highly intelligent, the Boxer makes a
strong show dog and is perfect for competitive
obedience as well. 

The Boxer is prone to a few more health problems than
other breeds:

Bloat, which can lead to gastric dilatation
volvulus (GDV)
Hip dysplasia
Hypothyroidism
Multiple forms of cancer, including lymphoma
Entropian
Heart problems like dilated cardiomyopathy and
subaortic stenosis (SAS)
Neurological problems such as degenerative
myelopathy
Allergies and skin problems

Right for you?
As with any new pet, there are some considerations to
make before you welcome an adorable, droopy-faced
Boxer into your family:

Dedication to training is really
important. The Boxer is highly intelligent but
doesn’t always take training as seriously as he
should. The breed requires a strong owner.
A bored Boxer can be a nightmare. Because
the Boxer was bred for physically demanding
work, it is extremely important to keep a Boxer
active physically and mentally. He needs at
least an hour each day for exercise through
walks, games like fetch, or general yard time.
There’s a chance your dog will have some
health problems. Boxers are prone to more
health problems than other breeds.  You should
be prepared to pay for veterinary care and live
with a dog that may slow down as the years
pass.
Boxers are like bulldogs: they are very
sensitive to heat in spite of their short
coats. They do best in climates that aren’t hot
and/or humid all year.

When trained well and exercised thoroughly, the Boxer
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can be a great companion for the right person or family.

If you have any questions or concerns, you should
always visit or call your veterinarian – they are your
best resource to ensure the health and well-being of
your pets.
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